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Fanny Hensel Meets the Boys in the Band:
the Brass Transcriptions of Gartenlieder, op. 3
Marian Wilson Kimber
As women musicians emerged from the parlors of late nineteenth-century America and
began to take up orchestral instruments, various publications warned that there were limits
that the gentler sex should not transgress. A writer in Musical America in 1906 feared that
women might perform on the trombone, the French horn, or the “gigantic” sousaphone,
because “seeing a woman get red in the face blowing a brass instrument is … an unpleasant
shock.”1 An article in the Musical Standard stated that “Women cannot possibly play brass
instruments and look pretty, and why should they spoil their looks?”2 Helen Ducommun,
the only female in her small-town Iowa band, faced violent objections from a visiting
director, who roared, “I wouldn’t have any damn girl in the band.”3 While several women
cornetists—Louise Shaffer, Anna Berger, Alice Raymond, Nellie Daniels and others—appear
to have attempted careers in the late nineteenth century,4 the world of brass bands, both
professional and amateur, remained almost entirely male. Female composers of the period,
often denied conservatory training and access to larger musical ensembles, continued to
be associated with genres performed in the domestic sphere, songs and small piano pieces,
and practically never produced works for brass.5
Given the gender biases of the period, it is remarkable to ﬁnd that music by a female
composer, Fanny Mendelssohn Hensel (1805-47), surfaced in America in the late nineteenth century as part of the available repertoire for bands. Brass band transcriptions of
Hensel’s Gartenlieder, op. 3, were published in Boston in 1871 by George W. Stratton (see
Figure 1).6 These transcriptions were a bridge, unusual for their time, between the feminine
and masculine musical domains, as well as a part of the larger transmission of German
music to American soil.7
Hensel’s Gartenlieder, consisting of six part-songs, were published in 1847.8 The songs
are settings of the Romantic poetry of Ludwig Uhland, Joseph von Eichendorff, and Emanuel
Geibel; the song Morgengruß features a text by the composer’s husband, Wilhelm Hensel.
Unlike the international career of her better-known brother, Felix Mendelssohn, Hensel’s
musical efforts took place in her Berlin home and found their fruition in a series of salon
concerts she hosted there. Thus most of her compositions were intended for semi-private
settings. For an upper-class nineteenth-century woman, receiving money for musical activities meant compromising her social position, and as late as 1888, an article in The Musical
Times found it laudable that for most of her life Hensel did not undertake a “descent” into
the arena of publishing.9 Though she produced over four hundred compositions, Hensel
began a career as a professional composer only in 1846, publishing a series of works beginning the year before her untimely death. That same year she wrote to her brother that
her “Friday singers” had enjoyed her Gartenlieder.10 Although the songs were ﬁrst heard in
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Figure 1
Fanny Hensel, “Hörst du nicht die Bäume rauschen,” in Military Music (New York:
John F. Stratton [sic], 1866-71), Band Music from the Civil War, Library of Congress,
Music Division, http://www.memory.loc.gov/ammem/cwmhtml/cwmhome.html
performances by Fanny’s friends and may have been programmed on her salon concerts
that spring, there is evidence to suggest that they were also composed with publication
in mind.11 R. Larry Todd has suggested that Hensel’s choice of part-songs was a symbolic
move away from stereotypically “feminine” genres for solo voice or piano “to the more
masculine ‘open-air’ part-song.”12 Nonetheless, the Gartenlieder remained appropriate for
amateurs in the domestic sphere, and even the title, “Garden songs,” suggests a private,
not a public setting.
Although the composer did not live to see it, the Gartenlieder appear to have achieved
some popularity in the nineteenth century. Robert Schumann requested copies of them to
conduct with his Verein für Musik in Dresden, and Johanna Kinkel directed them in Bonn
with the Musikalische Liebhabergesellschaft.13 Sean Wallace has identiﬁed not only two
editions from the work’s Berlin publisher, Bote & Bock, which sold approximately three
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hundred copies, but also two British editions with translations of the texts into English.
The individual song Morgengruß appeared in English translation in a volume entitled Alpine
Glee Singer as well.14 A review of the Gartenlieder in the Musical Times in 1879 assumed that
“These songs, by Mendelssohn’s sister, are already known to most lovers of part music.”15
Evidence suggests that Fanny Hensel and her music were not unknown across the
Atlantic. Her Lieder published under Felix Mendelssohn’s name in his opp. 8 and 9 would
have been available to Americans, who may or may not have been aware of her authorship.
Several of these songs—Heimweh, Italien, and Die Nonne
Nonne—were available in America in
English translations around 1870.16 Writing about Fanny in American publications increased
dramatically after the English translation of the family history, Die Familie Mendelssohn,
by her son, Sebastian Hensel, appeared in 1881, as it included signiﬁcant portions of her
letters and diaries.17 However, even before the book’s publication, Fanny’s music was heard
in America. The pianist Otto Dresel, a member of Leipzig musical circles during the 1840s,
performed her Opus 11 piano trio in Boston in 1856. The review in Dwight’s’’s Journal of
Music found the work “remarkable,” praising it as “full of interest and beauty” and “vigorous, so full of ﬁre.” The review claimed that in its “sustained strength, indeed, it exceeds
some favorite productions of the brother.”18 Fanny’s song Schwanenlied
Schwanenlied, her op. 1, no. 1,
appeared in 1878 with English texts provided by a Mrs. R. von Minden, who seems to have
been the wife of a publisher.19 In 1892, when Antonín Dvorák
Dvor was quoted in the Boston
Post as saying that women have no creative power, the responses by Americans reveal that
they knew of Fanny Hensel and her music.20 She was cited by the composer Amy Beach
and the suffragist Alice Stone Blackwell, but more signiﬁcantly, composer George Chadwick
noted, “there is the case of Mendelssohn’s sister, who wrote as good a trio as Mendelssohn
ever produced.”21 Yet whether or not the Gartenlieder, either as brass arrangements or in
their original form, were performed in America is unknown.
The publishers of Hensel’s music for band, George W. Stratton (b. 1830), seen in Figure 2, and his brother, John F. Stratton (1832-1912), were inﬂuential in the development of
the brass band movement in the post-Civil War era. John Stratton was a cornetist and band
director who started his career in Worcester, Massachusetts and Hartford, Connecticut, then
moved to New York, where he operated a highly successful instrument company. It has been
estimated that he sold 60,000 brass instruments to the United States government during
the Civil War.22 Stratton published a great deal of brass band music during the years 1866
to 1871, as well as a “how-to” guide to band arranging by George Patton in 1875.23 The
publisher’s brother George, whose name appears on the transcriptions of Fanny’s music,
was a composer and conductor.24 Favorable reviews of his standing-room-only concerts in
Manchester, New Hampshire, were reprinted in The New York Musical World and Dwight’s
Journal of Music, commending his ability to keep his orchestra “under complete control” and
to insure that they were “well-drilled.”
well-drilled 25 His compositions included four concert overtures,
well-drilled.”
an opera entitled The Buccaneer that was never performed, and several popular operettas
designed for children. In 1869 George purchased the Boston Musical Times, in which he
advertised his brother’s instruments and band music, and also publicized his own compositions until the journal ceased publication two years later.26
v
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Figure 2
George W. Stratton. From Benjamin Read, The History of Swanzey, New Hampshire,
from 1734 to 1890 (Salem, Mass.: Salem Press, 1892).
Courtesy of University of Chicago Libraries.
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Clues in the two Strattons’ careers and their publishing history provide the context
for the publication of Hensel’s music. John Stratton went to Germany in 1866 to open
an instrument factory that could produce musical instruments more cheaply than in the
United States; two years later he expanded his ﬁrm to Gohlis, near Leipzig, where he ran a
four-story factory with three hundred employees.27 Sometime around 1871, George Stratton appears to have temporarily taken over the publishing end of the business, now based
in Boston, where he ran a music store, rather than in New York City.28
Hensel’s pieces were published by George in the “Sixth Series” of “Military Music.”
While these scores have the identical format as those in the previous series, which appeared
under John’s name, the content of George’s Series Six differs considerably from the music
contained in previous Stratton publications. John Stratton’s collections typically included
marches, quicksteps, dances, popular songs, and sometimes arrangements of opera excerpts.29
The composers represented were primarily band or opera composers, though John did
include several pieces by Felix Mendelssohn, including an arrangement of his Lied ohne
Worte, op. 38, no. 4. In contrast, the series of works that appeared under George’s auspices
featured almost entirely German music, and included not only works by Hensel and
Mendelssohn, but others in their circle, such as Ferdinand Hiller and Robert Schumann.
(The complete contents of this series can be found in the Appendix.) Schumann is the
only composer represented by more pieces in the collection than Hensel, with part-songs
from his opuses 55, 67, 75, and two duets from opus 34. Following closely on his sister in
number of compositions represented is Felix Mendelssohn, with ﬁve arrangements taken
from his opp. 75 and 76 part-songs.
Notably, many of the lesser-known composers in the series were associated with
Leipzig, where John Stratton had opened his factory. Carl Reinecke, Moritz Hauptmann,
and Rudolf Sachse taught at the Leipzig Conservatory. Franz Abt, Johannes Rupprecht
Dürnner, and Gustav Graben-Hoffman all studied in Leipzig, and August Ferdinand Riccius
conducted opera there. Louis Papier conducted the Thomanerchor in the late 1870s, and
Carl Friedrich Zöllner founded the Leipzig Liedertafel and numerous other men’s choral
organizations. Zöllner, Abt, Dürnner, Otto Claudius, Richard Seifert, and other composers
in the Sixth Series all produced music for men’s chorus. Thus the pieces that the Strattons
chose to arrange were, like the Gartenlieder and the works of Mendelssohn and Schumann,
originally part-songs for the most part; several originated as vocal duets.30 Indeed, with only
one or two works by most composers—Hensel’s Gartenlieder are the only set of pieces by a
single composer presented in their entirety—the bulk of the Sixth Series resembles the song
anthologies designed for four-part men’s chorus that were published in the second half of
the nineteenth century.31 The titles of the compositions refer to topics typical of such songs,
such as woods, wandering, and springtime; their extra-musical associations with the “open
air” are especially appropriate for brass. In fact, the two vocal duets by Richard Genée that
had titles completely unrelated to typical Männerchore repertoire, Das Engagements-Gesuch
and Die Politik, are disguised in the Strattons’ Sixth Series as generic “Duets.”
Thus the publication of the Gartenlieder in brass transcriptions probably resulted from
John Stratton’s residence in Leipzig and his sending or bringing back music from Germany.
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Like John, George Stratton also traveled abroad a great deal, but not until three years after
publishing Hensel’s pieces. (In 1872 he suffered from some sort of “nervous ailment” that
forced him to curtail his composing, and his journeys to the warmer climates of southern
Europe and Egypt were ostensibly for the purpose of improving his health.32) Whether
the transcriptions are John’s or George’s is not clear; one can imagine that George, as a
composer himself, was drawn to musical works with the potential for aesthetic pleasures
beyond that of the average march or quickstep. His 1857 musical “soirée” in Manchester
featured Beethoven’s Pathétique Sonata and music by Mozart and Schubert,33 and the Boston Musical Times advertised his edition of the Beethoven piano sonatas. Under George’s
ownership, the journal also published several editorials calling for improvements in music
education in America, one of which, entitled “Our Military Bands: How They Can Be
Improved,” appeared the same year as the Sixth Series.34 While the article mentions no
speciﬁc repertoire and actually criticizes the contemporary emphasis on brass at the expense
of woodwinds and other instruments, it is possible that it was somehow meant to serve as
preliminary publicity for the forthcoming series of part-songs transcribed for band.
Yet the Strattons’ sudden adoption of highly Germanic tastes may have been motivated
as much by their business acumen as by their musical preferences. The conductors and
players in many American bands were German immigrants. Band historians Margaret and
Robert Hazen have written that German bands were the most prominent among ethnic
bands in the United States, spreading from New England to Texas to Oregon by the 1870s.35
Much anecdotal evidence supports the Hazens’ assertions. When the New York 7th Regiment Band was founded in 1852 it drew on the professional musicians of the German
Musical Society.36 George Patton claimed he wrote his treatise on arranging because most
band instructors were German and weren’t capable of writing a treatise in English.37 Pianist
Louis Moreau Gottschalk, upon encountering a volunteer military band in Williamsport,
Pennsylvania, in 1863, wrote, “Is it necessary for me to say that it is composed of Germans
(all the musicians in the United States are Germans)?”38 Thus, the music of the Stratton
brothers’ Sixth Series may have been part of a deliberate marketing strategy: German music
for German bands.
Nonetheless, what is most striking about the appearance of the Gartenlieder arranged
for band is the seeming intrusion of music by a woman into what was so clearly a masculine
world. Not only the power of all-brass scoring, but bands’ long historical relationship with
the military solidiﬁed the association.39 The brass band’s military basis certainly would have
been most apparent immediately after the Civil War, when bands became a regular part of
the United States militia for the ﬁrst time.40 In 1861 Dwight wrote that the bands of Patrick
Gilmore and others would “probably incite the men to heroic deeds.”41 That brass bands
and military bands were essentially conceived as one and the same is suggested by the Strattons’ heading of “Military Music” over opera arrangements and part-songs with no speciﬁc
military associations. Trevor Herbert has documented the use of military endorsement in
advertisements for brass instruments until as late as about 1920; Kenneth Kreitner writes
that “the town band remained a male province at least until the school band movement”
of around the same time.42
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One need only turn to the criticism of John Sullivan Dwight, who, while decrying the
popularity of “Brass, brass, brass,—nothing but brass,” nonetheless used gendered language
and military analogies in describing bands, recalling “the bold, manly tones of those oldfashioned, masculine brass instruments.”43 In 1853, objecting to the proliferation of bands
and the abandonment of woodwind instruments, he wrote:
All at once, the idea of a Brass Band shot forth: and from the proliﬁc germ
sprang up a multitude of its kind in every part of the land…. And, as if the
invention of new and deadlier implements of war, which came out about
the same time, had hardened men’s hearts, all the softer companions of the
savage science were banished.44
The loss of woodwinds was the loss of more feminine values, leaving only the masculine
brass: “Are the business and politics of the day so harsh,” Dwight complained, “that the
tones of our street music must renounce all their sincerity and gentleness?”45 Herbert has
described the military band’s role as more ceremonial than functioning in actual warfare,
emphasizing that such bands “were a vital ingredient in the network of devices, many of
them recently invented ‘traditions’, that served to symbolize and assert a prevailing authority,” an authority which was, without question, male.46
Historians have uncovered all-women bands in the nineteenth century, but these were
a small minority of American amateur and professional bands. The Hazens noted that of
the 1200 pre-1920 band photographs owned by the Smithsonian Institution, only about
twenty different women’s bands are depicted.47 Although women did sometimes appear in
touring family bands, most of the female bands date from the turn of the century.48 Judith
Tick notes that “by and large, women did not learn orchestral instruments to any signiﬁcant
degree until the 1870s” and even then they took up the violin, not woodwinds or brass.49
As this musical activity emerged after the publication of the Gartenlieder transcriptions, it
is highly improbable that the Strattons were aiming their publications speciﬁcally at the few
women in bands. Nonetheless, George Stratton was not unaware of women as musicians, as
the Boston Musical Times published a brief but enthusiastic notice about the expected arrival
of a Viennese ladies’ orchestra in New York the same year the Gartenlieder transcriptions
were published, listing amid their instrumentation “trumpets, trombones, drums, etc.”
The article also called for women to take up the violin, and, perhaps jokingly, supposed
that after the arrival of the women’s orchestra that “the trade in orchestral instruments will
certainly be doubled and all teachers of these instruments will be besieged with pupils!”50
(After the ensemble’s performance, the critic for the New York Times complained about the
ensemble’s complete lack of brass instruments.51) In spite of George’s seeming advocacy of
a rise in the number of women musicians, his journal also published an account of British
music critic Henry F. Chorley’s address to the Royal Anthropological Society, negatively
assessing women’s creative abilities:
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[T]he absence of musical inventive genius in women is explicable, and offers
another signal illustration of the contradictions and inconsistencies which
mark music beyond any other art. While women have achieved distinction
and often great success in literature, painting, sculpture, architecture, and
science, and while they are unsurpassed as interpreters of the drama and of
the art of music, not a solitary female composer of originality, or even of
repute is known to the historical or critical observer.52

Chorley’s lecture had recently been published in the Society’s journal. It offered, as part
of a list demonstrating how women “have been habitually weak as composers,” his assessment of Hensel as having created “music in the most ambitious and severe forms,” music
which he would have known from his personal acquaintance with the Mendelssohn family.53 Although it thus seems that the Strattons were aware of the identity and the gender
of the composer of the Gartenlieder, they listed her as “F. Hensel” on the six scores, so it
is possible that players of these works would not even realize they were by a woman. The
obfuscation of Hensel’s gender was not deliberate on the publishers’ part, as most of the
composers of their pieces were listed without full ﬁrst names.54
The brass version of the Gartenlieder would have met the speciﬁc musical needs of
the countless male musicians who joined brass bands after the American Civil War. The
works are scored for various combinations of Ef and Bf cornets, alto, tenor, baritone, and
bass horns, each taking one of the four individual voice parts. As shown in a chart from
George Patton’s guide to band arranging (Figure 3) demonstrating the possible scorings
of period brass bands, a moderate-sized band of eight or nine would contain the required

Figure 3
Table from George F. Patton, A Practical Guide to the
Arrangement of Band Music (New York / Leipzig: John Stratton, 1875).
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instruments for all six pieces. However, as seen in Figure 4, Hensel’s arrangement of her
songs by keys (B, e, A, D, a, A) is abandoned in Stratton’s publication, as the six appear
out of order and are interspersed with pieces by Schumann, Haydn, Hauptmann, Hiller,
and Sachse. While the Gartenlieder are accurate transcriptions of Hensel’s work and even
faithfully include her original articulations and dynamics, they have all been transposed
from her sharp keys into ﬂat keys common to band music, though not in any consistent
fashion which would retain the tonal relationships between songs.55 That the Strattons did
not conceive that the pieces would be performed as a set is further indicated by the variety
of scorings they utilized; only Hörst du nicht die Bäume rauschen and Schöne Fremde share
instrumentation: Bf cornet, Ef alto, tenor, and baritone horns.
Stratton Hensel
Hensel’ss original
Series no. ordering

Key

Transposition

Scoring

608

1. Hörst du nicht

B

Bf

Bf cornet, Ef alto, tenor, baritone

602

2. Schöne Freude

ee–E
E

ef–Ef

Bf cornet, Ef alto, tenor, baritone

615

3. Im Herbste

A

Bf

Ef cornet, Bf cornet, tenor,
baritone

609

4. Morgengruß

D

Ef

Ef cornet, Bf cornet, Ef alto,
baritone

603

5. Abendlich

a

g

Bf cornet, Ef alto, baritone, bass

607

6. Im Wald

D

Af

Ef cornet, Bf cornet, baritone, bass

Figure 4
Modiﬁcations to Henselʼs Gartenlieder, op. 3, in the band arrangements.
The musical style of the Gartenlieder is certainly appropriate for an amateur band. While
not particularly complex rhythmically, the songs would require players with some level of
ability. The ranges of the individual parts usually encompass at least a tenth, somewhat
more than the “octave only or perhaps a compass of notes comprised between the ﬁrst and
ﬁfth lines of the Treble staff,” suggested by arranger George Patton in A Practical Guide to
the Arrangement of Band Music.56 However, these works are sophisticated examples of the
part-song genre with all of the compositional ﬁnesse one might expect of a member of the
Mendelssohn family.
The songs are brief and frequently homophonic in texture. However, in all six pieces
the three lower parts of the quartet have a higher level of melodic independence and subtle
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polyphonic interplay than would typically be found in the repetitive accompaniments of
marches or quicksteps. Textural variety is created through brief solo sections in the soprano
line, such as in Hörst du nicht die Bäume rauschen (mm. 8-9) or Schöne Fremde (meas.
35-36). More frequent divergence from homophony occurs through imitative passages or
through rapid alternation between the soprano line and the lower parts. Brief moments of
imitation throughout the texture are heard in Im Herbste (mm. 10-12) and Im Wald (mm.
34-36). The tenor line imitates the soprano in Schöne Fremde (mm. 44-45, 57-58); elsewhere, the entrance of the soprano follows that of the other voices (mm. 8-10). The echoing
technique is particularly effective in the close of Hörst du nicht die Bäume rauschen, as the
voices alternate, calling “kommt’ herab” (come down here) in the original song. Abendlich
schon rauscht der Wald opens most of its melodic phrases with a three-note descending
motive in unison before breaking into four-part harmony. In the following section (meas.
9-10), descending half steps in the soprano line are echoed by a half-step motive in the
alto, accompanied by the tenor and bass (originally repetitions of the words “Wie so stille”).
The textural manipulations are here striking effects, used to evoke the evening’s stillness
described in the song’s text.
The forms of the Gartenlieder are straightforward: Morgengruß and Hörst du nicht die
Bäume rauschen originally were fundamentally strophic settings and are thus notated only
once in the band version (the latter with a second ending). Im Wald has a ternary structure,
and Schöne Fremde is in two parts. Nonetheless, within their overall regular frameworks,
Hensel’s songs feature considerable variety and subtle transformations of repeated material.
Schöne Fremde best exempliﬁes Hensel’s ﬂexible treatment: internal sections of material
seem to repeat, refrain-like (mm. 9 and 30, 43 and 55), but veer off into new music after
only four measures. In many of the Gartenlieder, phrases are varied upon repetition, and
what would ordinarily be a four-measure consequent phrase is frequently extended to ﬁve,
giving the songs a freer melodic structure. Four of the pieces feature brief codas, typically
following a perfect authentic cadence on the tonic; the ﬁnal cadence of Schöne Fremde
is plagal, and Im Herbste closes with a half cadence. Im Wald
Wald, the ﬁnal song in Hensel’s
original ordering, has an extended coda (mm. 69-80) with several authentic cadences, as
if to reinforce the ﬁnality of entire set.
Hensel’s melodic gifts are readily apparent throughout the lyrical songs, which sometimes have the character of German folk song, especially in the dance-like second half of
Schöne Fremde and in Im Wald
Wald. These two pieces, along with Im Herbste, are linked through
their compound meters and moderately fast tempos, designed to heighten the expression of
happiness while surrounded by the joys of nature. The Gartenlieder’s subtle word-painting
is, of course, lost in the transcriptions for instruments; the turns to the minor mode in
Im Herbste, as the poet nostalgically recalls the “holde Träume” (sweet dreams) of the past
spring, is nonetheless poignant even without the text.
The Gartenlieder’s harmonic characteristics, including modal mixture, modulations to
third-related keys, and a certain amount of chromaticism, make them interesting despite
their seeming simplicity. For example, the ﬁrst two phrases of the opening song, Hörst du
nicht die Bäume rauschen, with their antecedent-consequent structure, cadence on a ﬁrst
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inversion dominant seventh chord and submediant, respectively. The central section of the
A-major Im Herbste is in A minor, returning to the major mode after cadences on C major,
B major, and E minor. Likewise the midsection of the D-major Morgengruß modulates
through Fs minor and, brieﬂy, B minor. Hensel’s harmonic language thus extends well
beyond that described in Patton’s treatise, which covers only three or four basic chords;57 it
is more reminiscent of what George Stratton described when he complained of undertrained
players becoming “wholly bewildered” when encountering “a few chromatic chords and
studied modulations.” The Gartenlieder would have provided his desired “good music” which
would enable music students to “develope [sic]
sic] a love for harmony and inspire one to study
sic
it with earnestness, thereby making it a source of pleasure instead of the opposite.”58
While the vocal origins of the Gartenlieder might appear to make them less than
idiomatic for brass instruments, bands’ leading cornet players were well acquainted with
performing vocal lines from popular songs and opera arias. Patton’s guide to arranging
recommended songs as the most suitable material for band arrangements, noting that an
“air can always be adapted to the Cornet, as this instrument has about the same compass as
the human voice, and the music written for the latter can be executed upon the former.”59
Patton mentions that “Quartettes and Trios, both vocal and instrumental” can be drawn
on for brass bands, and that such music would typically be used for “concert and serenade
purposes,” but this repertoire occurs almost as an afterthought, appearing marginally in his
considerations next to the omnipresent quicksteps, marches, polkas, and popular songs.60
He suggested that when forming a band, players should be selected who are good singers.
Likewise Frank Rauscher, who conducted a cornet band in Germantown, near Philadelphia,
recalled the progress of his band members: “As instrumental musicians they were amateurs
and beginners, but with a fair knowledge of music as vocalists, by close application they
made rapid progress.”61 Thus the Gartenlieder would contain the sorts of melodic lines that
singers turned brass players would ﬁnd familiar.62
If not well known to members of brass bands, the music of the composers in the
Strattons’ Sixth Series would have been familiar to the numerous members of German
Männerchöre in America; for example, a portrait of Franz Abt, two of whose pieces are
found in the collection, was included amid the likes of Handel, Beethoven, Mozart, Haydn,
Schubert, Wagner, and Mendelssohn in the Indianapolis Concert Hall designed for the
ﬁfteenth Sängerfest of the North American Sängerbund, attended by forty singing societies.63 The period of the rise of the brass band in America coincided with the development of Männerchöre, stemming from increased German immigration in the second half
of the century; by the end of the century most cities of any size with substantial German
population could boast at least one.64 Major cities had numerous such organizations; as
many as thirty-ﬁve Männerchöre had been founded in New York before 1871, the year of
the Strattons’ publication, for example.65 How much overlap there was between the social
groups in which brass bands and Männerchöre originated has not been systematically
examined, but given the ubiquitous place both held in late nineteenth-century American
life, it would be difﬁcult to conceive of them as having carried on their musical activities
in entirely separate spheres. Bands sometimes appeared on Männerchöre programs and
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would often have served as entertainment at their purely social functions, such as balls
and carnivals.66 The U.S. Military Band of Newport, Kentucky, played three selections on
the main concert of the North American Sängerbund’s third festival, held in Cincinnati
in 1851.67 When Chicago’s Germania Society performed in Indianapolis in 1867, their
concert included the Prayer of the Earth by Carl Friedrich Zöllner, who is represented by
four pieces in the Strattons’ collection; appearing on the same program with them was the
Great Western Light Guard Band.
Both brass bands and men’s choruses were credited with having improved the taste of
the average American, the goal advocated in several editorials published in George Stratton’s
Boston Musical Times. Indeed, some of the larger and better-funded Männerchöre in large
cities even undertook performances of operas and oratorios.68 In 1895 Victor Herbert
claimed that “The important part that military bands have taken in the development
of musical knowledge in America cannot be overstated.”69 Likewise, Frank van Stucken
conﬁrmed that “the aim of male chorus singing societies is to develop the inborn love of
music in all classes of society, and thus prepare for the reﬁning inﬂuence of chamber music, great orchestral concerts, and operatic performances, a desirable public.”70 Both the
spheres of the brass band and the Männerchöre were populated by amateur male musicians;
nonetheless the Strattons’ arrangements of part-songs are somewhat unusual in the context
of nineteenth-century brass band literature and their inclusion of the Gartenlieder, by a
female composer, the most unusual of all.71
In 1889 Harper’s’’ss Weekly estimated that there were more than 10,000 bands in the
United States,72 so it seems likely that players of John Stratton’s instruments would have
purchased his publications as well and performed Fanny Hensel’s music. George Patton
inserted a small advertisement for his publisher in his band arranging guide, noting that
John Stratton published reasonably priced scores, “which are well adapted to purposes of
study, besides being about the best for Amateurs on account of the simple manner in which
they are arranged.”73 Perhaps referring to the Männerchöre selections, Patton added that
“among them are quite a number of serious compositions suitable for concert and serenade
performance.” The 1871 band transcriptions of the Gartenlieder thus occupied a unique
place in nineteenth-century American musical life, and they suggest wider dissemination
of Hensel’s music than previously believed. The introduction of Hensel’s music into the
world of brass bands took place within the larger context of the inﬂux of German musicians and music into America, and the style of her part-songs intended for the domestic
sphere also made them suitable for amateur male musicians performing in more public
spaces. Perhaps a hundred and thirty years ago, on a warm summer afternoon in a small
town somewhere in America, an audience gathered to listen to the music of Fanny Hensel
wafting from a bandstand.
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APPENDIX
Contents of Military Music, Sixth Series (Boston: G. W. Stratton, 1871)

Franz Abt (1819-85)

Lieder und Chöre für 3 Frauenstimme mit Pianoforte, op. 186, Heft 1i
3. Die Nacht
Der rechte Mann

[C.F.] Adam

Waldeinsamkeitii

J[ohannes] Becker (1833-84)

6 dreistimmige Lieder
3. Aus der Ferne
4. Schweizerlied

O[tto Karl] Cla[u]dius (1795-1877)

Auf, schenket ein. Doppelquartett

J[ohannes Rupprecht] Dürnner (1810-59)

6 Gesänge für 4 Männerstimmen, op. 22
1. Frühlingslied
2. Das Vöglein im Walde

Rich[ard] Genée (1823-95)

Die Politik, op. 40. Komisches Duett für 2 Bässe
mit Pianoforte
Das Engagements-Gesuch, op. 82. Duett für Tenor
und Bass mit Pianoforteiii

[Gustav] Graben-Hoffman (1820-1900)

Liebeshandel. Duet für Sopran und Tenor mit Pianoforte, op. 19

[Moritz] Hauptmann (1792-1868)

Auf dem See, op. 21, for four soloists, four-part
choir, and piano

[Franz] Jos[eph] Haydn (1732-1809)

Aus des Ramlers lyrischer Blumenlese, H. XXVc
1. Der Augenblick
13. Abendlied

F[anny Mendelssohn] Hensel (1805-1847)

Gartenlieder, op. 3
1. Hörst du nicht die Bäume rauschen
2. Schöne Fremde
3. Im Herbste
4. Morgengruß
5. Abendlich schon rauscht der Wald
6. Im Wald

[Eduard] Hermes

Deutschland dein Volk es singt
Wie könnt’ ich dein vergessen
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Ferd[inand] Hiller (1811-85)

6 Gesänge für Sopran, Alto, Tenor und Bass, op. 31
Heft 1, 1. Willkommen
2. Frühlingsgedränge
3. Sonntag
Heft 2, 1. Gute Nacht
2. Morgens als Lerche

[Friedrich] Kuhlau (1786-1832)

“Ueber allen Wipfeln ist Ruh.” Abendliediv

Felix Mendelssohn Bartholdy (1809-47)

Vier Lieder, op. 75
1. Der frohe Wandersmann
2. Abendständchen
4. Abschiedstafel
Vier Lieder, op. 76
3. Lied für die Deutschen in Lyons

Th. Merker

Serenade

[August] Mühli[n]g (1786-1847)v

Frühlings Erwachen

Rich[ard] Müller

Reiselied
Lied: Das arme Röslein

L[ouis] Papi[e]r

Blauäugelein

C[arl] Reinecke (1824-1910)

Nun fangen die Weiden zu blühen an
Volkslied, op. 80

A[ugust] F[erdinand] Riccius (b. 1819)

Waldrast

H. Richter

Altdeutsches Lied

G.A. Ritter

Lied: An der Mond

[Rudolf ] Sachse (d. 1848)

Concertino for Ef Cornet

Rob[ert] Schumann (1810-56)

Vier Duette, op. 34
1. Liebesgarten
4. Familien-Gemälde
Fünf Lieder, op. 55
1. Das Hochlandmädchen
2. Zahnweh
5. Hochlandbursch
Romanzen und Balladen, op. 67
2. Schön Rohtraut
3. Der traurige Jäger
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4. Ungewitter
5. John Anderson
Romanzen und Balladen, op. 75
2. Im Walde. Chor mit Echo
O seligvi

R[ichard] Seifert

Schneeglöckchen
Liebesschmerz

[Friedrich] W[ilhelm] Stade (b. 1817)

Vier Gesänge für vier Männerstimmen
1. Wanderlied

C[arl Friedrich] Zöllner (1800-60)

Hymnus (bei Trauungen)
12 Lieder u. Gesänge für 4 Männerstimmen, op. 13
2. Wanderlied
4. Trinklied
Wanderlieder von Wilhelm Müller für 4 Männerstimmen, op. 14
3. Einkehr

Unattributed

Die Warnung

As Abt produced over 3000 works under 600 opus numbers, this attribution may or may not be
correct. The bulk of the identiﬁcations of the sources of the arrangements have been made from
nineteeenth-century publishers’ catalogues.
ii
Published in Liederhort (Deutscher) für vierstimmige Männerchor in 100 neuen Gesängen (Leipzig:
Kollmann, n.d.). The opening text of the song is “Im schattigen Haine.”
iii
In the band arrangements, both works by Genée are entitled “Duett.”
iv
Published in C. W. Ellissen, Volkslieder für Pianoforte übertragen (Hannover: Hornemann, ca.
1849).
v
Also possibly Julius Mühling (1810-80).
vi
Possibly not by Schumann. Perhaps Richard Genée’s 3 Lieder für Bass, op. 44, no. 1, “O selig ein
Türke zu sein,” misattributed.
i

